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Installation Instructions for CC-NOSING 83-40447L for 
Step Edges and the Leading Edge of Landings 

 
 
Make sure the step and landing nosing edges are intact. Patch any brittle concrete. Remove any surface unevenness with a 
scraper. Sweep the surface area with a broom. Wet-clean the surface area with water and microfiber cloth (here: blue). If there is 
a lot of dirt present and the area is grimy, additionally clean with Isopropyl Alcohol on microfiber cloth (here: green). Prior to 
material installation, surface area must be clean, dry, and dust-free. 
 

 
Firm 1-inch scraper 

 
Brush clean surface 

 
Wet clean with clean water 

 
Clean with Isopropyl Alcohol 

 
Place your Aluminum Nosing, your tools, and supplies on the bottom landing of the flight that will get step edges installed. 
Begin installing at the top step and work your way down. 
 
Make sure the installation surface is in proper FLAT condition to receive the Aluminum Nosing. Often along the outer step edges, 
the poured concrete rises. Do not rest the flat extrusion on that elevation. 
 

 
Rising Concrete right before side wall 

 
Space holder helps maintain exact distance 

 
Close-up of NYC Local Law 141 compliant labeling 

 

It is instead preferred to leave a gap of typically 1/2-inch on the far outer step right and far outer step left to stay away from such 
common step unevenness. 
 
EXAMPLE: If your step width is 49 inches, install a 48-inch Aluminum Nosing with a 1/2-inch gap on the step left and the right. 
 
A space holder (e.g., made from cardboard or wood) speeds up maintaining the exact gap distance on each step. 
 
Measure step nosing width. Cut 90° angled Aluminum Nosing to appropriate length, using a metal saw with a non-ferrous 
aluminum-suited blade. Or you may have already ordered the Aluminum Nosing in the project-specific length. 
 
Test-place the Aluminum Nosing on the step edge. Make sure it lies flat and makes contact over the entire step width. 

 
Installation using Construction Adhesive and Installation on Carpet on Next Page 
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Installation using Construction Adhesive 
 
We recommend installation with Construction Adhesive and NO HOLE DRILLING. Using the proper Construction Adhesive in 
sufficient amounts, this 90° degree Nosing attaches durably to Diamond plated Steps, Tile, Concrete and even to Steps with an 
existing embedded gritty pattern. 
 

 
Double-sided tape placement (blue strips) 

 
Generous, thick, wavy bead of construction adhesive 

 
It helps to put a couple of small strips of double-sided tape (see 3 lengths of adhesive-protecting blue silicone liner) on the back of 
the Aluminum Nosing to initially hold it in place while the construction adhesive is drying. 
 
Apply a generous, thick wavy bead of construction adhesive (e.g., Loctite 375 Heavy Duty, Liquid Nails Heavy Duty, SIKA AT 
Universal) to the entire back of the Nosing, including near its edges and ends. This adhesive creates the bond for long-lasting 
performance. Secondarily, it provides a cushion between aluminum and step surface to avoid a clanking sound when people walk 
on the steps. 
 

     
 
Allow that thick layer of construction adhesive to cure for several hours before walking on the nosing. It helps to place a couple of 
masking tape strips across the installed Aluminum Nosing to hold it in place. Then remove those temporary tape strips the next 
day. Using alerting CAUTION Tape, prevent occupants from walking up and down the stairs before that thick adhesive has cured 
to make sure the adhesive-only installed Aluminum Nosing stays in place and maintains its firm adhesive bond. 
 

Installation on Carpet 
 

  
 
Drill through the black anti-slip tape channel to firmly attach the 90° angled Aluminum Nosing to the carpeted Step Edge. 
Use a black Sharpie pen to blacken the silver-colored screw heads to blend them in with the black Anti-Slip Tape. 
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